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Rise of  Informational environmental governance

• Theoretical: why not using more direct regulatory means ? 

• Critical : spurring reflection among business circles, but without guaranteeing

changing preferences and decisions

• Prospective: beyond corporate disclosure, towards a public right to know 

including environmental information hold by private companies ?, etc.  



sustainability transition of  business law 

Why is business law 

increasingly called 

upon to advance the 

ecological transition?

What are the main legal 

techniques and 

institutions of  business 

law that can be used as 

levers to advance the 

ecological transition?

What are the main 

obstacles and limits to 

the sustainability 

transition of  business 

law?

https://eco-logic.law/






« Short-termism is the myopic, inefficient focus on 

short-term gains at the expense of larger losses in the 

longer term. Negative externalities are costs borne by 

people other than those who make the decision, 

which may create incentives to take actions that are 

harmful overall but that benefit the decision-maker. »

« Corporate pollution burns up societal resources in the short-term at the

expense of  societal well-being in the longer-term. The firm that over-con-

sumes hydrocarbons for today’s profit at the expense of  future civilization-

threatening global warming benefits itself  while society suffers in the long-

term. But the operative mechanism is that the polluter does not pay most of

the pollution’s cost while it profits from overusing hydrocarbons. 67 The

proper remedy is not to alter the firms’ time horizons, but to alter their (and

our individual) incentives to internalize the externalities, via, say, a carbon

tax. »

« We do not regularly observe executives secretly damaging the environ-

ment and the corporation later paying up in the long-run; getting caught in

the long-term makes for a good story but, as far as we can tell, it is too rare.

The DuPont scenario had the firm polluting for the long-term while not ex-

pecting to be discovered. Even though eventually caught, DuPont seems

nevertheless to have profited. Rewarding whistleblowing and facilitating lia-

bility are plausible cures; aligning the executives’ time horizons with those

of  long-term shareholders would not have been a cure: DuPont’s pollution

was profitable in both the long- and the short-run. »



Environmental
impact, regulation

or dispute

Compliance costs, 
damages and fines, 

reputational
damage

Financial impact 
on the company

Potential threat for 
the stability of  the 

market





BUT…

State’s capacity to enact ambitious environmental

regulations is jeopardized by large companies empowered

by business law

Honnest accounts of positive law do not support the 

existence of such a dichotomuy





Corporate environmental reporting (no specific sanctions)

Voluntary corporate purpose (optional)

Duty to take into consideration environmental stakes (e.g. French Civil Code, art. 

1833) (no specific sanctions / exclusion of  many sanctions applicable by default)



« Each Party, including its procuring entities, may, in accordance with this Article, 

prepare, adopt, or apply technical specifications to promote the conservation of 

natural resources or protect the environment. » (FTA EU/Singapore, 2019, Art. 9.9)

« Each Party reaffirms its commitment to effectively implement in its law and 
practices, in its whole territory, the multilateral environmental agreements to which it 
is party. » (CETA, art. 24.4) 

1947









Proposal for an amended Directive 99/2008/EC of the European

Parliament and of the Council Directive on the protection of the 

Environment through criminal law (Dec. 15, 2021) : 

« (…) These conducts have a potential high risk to human

health and the environment and can lead to particularly serious

negative impacts on the environment and the society. Despite

the actually occurring and potentially possible detrimental

consequences, currently the enforcement of the relevant 

rules is not sufficiently effective. The adoption of and reliance

on administrative sanctions by Member States has, to date, 

proven to be insufficient to ensure compliance with the rules

on protection of the environment which calls for stronger

measures on preventing and fighting environmental crime. »





A cap and trade system A longlasting oversupply of  (free) allowances leading to very

low prices

The example of  the European ETS





Environmental law functions as “a law of  negative externalities or, 
in other words, a law focusing on the mitigation of  otherwise 
lawful and often encouraged production and consumption 
processes (…).” ( J. E. Vinuales & J.-F. Mercure. ‘Pathway to 

Reframing Environmental Law.’ Environmental Policy and Law 50 

(2020) 509–517








